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Meiosis I Kinase Regulators: Conserved Orchestrators
of Reductional Chromosome Segregation
Stefan Galander and Adèle L. Marston*

Research over the last two decades has identified a group of meiosis-specific
proteins, consisting of budding yeast Spo13, fission yeast Moa1, mouse
MEIKIN, and DrosophilaMtrm, with essential functions in meiotic
chromosome segregation. These proteins, which we call meiosis I kinase
regulators (MOKIRs), mediate two major adaptations to the meiotic cell cycle
to allow the generation of haploid gametes from diploid mother cells. Firstly,
they promote the segregation of homologous chromosomes in meiosis I
(reductional division) by ensuring that sister kinetochores face towards the
same pole (mono-orientation). Secondly, they safeguard the timely separation
of sister chromatids in meiosis II (equational division) by counteracting the
premature removal of pericentromeric cohesin, and thus prevent the
formation of aneuploid gametes. Although MOKIRs bear no obvious
sequence similarity, they appear to play functionally conserved roles in
regulating meiotic kinases. Here, the known functions of MOKIRs are
reviewed and their possible mechanisms of action are discussed.

1. Introduction

Eukaryotic cells proliferate and divide by one of two different
modes. The mitotic cell cycle, which is used to generate the large
majority of cell types, involves the separation of a single mother
cell into two daughter cells that contain the same chromosomal
content as the mothers. To achieve this, mitotic cells first repli-
cate their DNA before segregating sister chromatids to opposite
poles. During gametogenesis (see Appendix), however, cells un-
dergo two successive cell divisions without an intervening round
of DNA replication, leading to the halving of the chromosomal
number. This process is called meiosis.
Due to the fundamentally different outcomes of mitotic and

meiotic cell division, the chromosome segregation machinery
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has to be adapted in a multitude of ways to
facilitate the desired outcome of the cellu-
lar division. In the vast majority of organ-
isms studied, meiosis I is considered a spe-
cialized division because homologous chro-
mosomes segregate (reductional division).
Conversely, mitosis andmeiosis II are equa-
tional divisions, meaning that sister chro-
matids are separated to opposite poles. A
notable exception to this rule is plants with
holocentric chromosomes (see Appendix),
in which the typical sequence of reductional
and equational division is inverted.[1]

The mitotic and meiotic cell cycles and
chromosome segregation machineries dif-
fer in five key aspects (Figure 1), the molec-
ular basis of which is largely still elusive.[2]

First, in prophase I, homologous recom-
bination creates linkages between homolo-
gous chromosomes and these connections

are the basis for successful homolog segregation in meio-
sis I. Meiotic recombination is a complex process that in-
volves the creation of doubl-strand breaks on chromosomes,
the physical linking of homologous chromosomes within a
structure called the synaptonemal complex (see Appendix),
and the formation and resolution of Holliday junctions (see
Appendix). Second, the events of meiotic recombination re-
quire that meiotic prophase be extended compared to mitotic
prophase.[3] This prevents the premature expression of pro-
teins that promote chromosome segregation and thereby en-
sures that segregation is only initiated once recombination is
completed. Third, to segregate sister chromatids in mitosis
and meiosis II, sister kinetochores (see Appendix), the pro-
teinaceous structures mediating attachment of chromosomes to
microtubules, need to face opposite poles (bi-orientation). In con-
trast, sister kinetochores must face toward the same pole (mono-
orientation) to co-segregate in meiosis I. Fourthly, the cleavage
dynamics of cohesin (see Appendix), the protein complex hold-
ing sister chromatids together, are altered in meiosis. Cohesin is
cleaved on chromosome arms to allow the resolution of chias-
mata (see Appendix) during anaphase I, which triggers the seg-
regation of homologous chromosomes. However, cohesin in the
regions surrounding centromeres (called pericentromeres) is re-
tained until meiosis II to ensure the faithful segregation of sis-
ter chromatids in anaphase II. Finally, the meiotic cell cycle re-
quires the fine-tuning of the activity of cell cycle kinases.Whereas
mitotic cells eliminate the activity of cyclin-dependent kinases
(CDKs) in anaphase I to promote exit from mitosis and allow
the re-licensing of DNA replication origins (see Appendix), mei-
otic cells need to decrease CDK activity enough to drive exit from
meiosis I while maintaining some CDK activity to suppress DNA
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Figure 1. Comparison of mitotic and meiotic cell cycles. Mitosis and meiosis need to be specifically adapted to generate two diploid daughter cells or
four haploid daughter cells from a single diploid mother cell, respectively. In the mitotic cell cycle (A), replicated sister chromatids attach to opposite
spindle poles (bi-orientation). In mammals and Drosophila, cohesin, the protein complex that holds sister chromatids together, is removed from chro-
mosome arms in prophase but retained in the pericentromere, where it resists the microtubule pulling forces to prevent sister chromatid segregation. In
anaphase, cohesin is cleaved and sister chromatids move to opposite poles. This is followed by exit frommitosis and re-start of the cell cycle. In meiosis
(B), prophase is extended to allow sufficient time for homologous recombination to occur. Recombination generates chiasmata, which link homolo-
gous chromosomes. Sister kinetochores are mono-oriented, meaning they face the same pole. When homologous chromosomes become attached by
microtubules, chiasmata resist spindle forces and ensure the faithful segregation of homologs. Upon anaphase I onset, cohesin on chromosome arms
is cleaved to allow the resolution of chiasmata and homolog segregation, whereas pericentromeric cohesin is retained. In the transition from meiosis
I to meiosis II, DNA replication is suppressed. In meiosis II, pericentromeric cohesin is cleaved upon sister chromatid bi-orientation, and the meiotic
exit programme is consequently initiated.
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Table 1. Overview of key meiotic proteins involved in cohesin protection and kinetochore mono-orientation in various model organisms.

Protein Budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe

Drosophila melanogaster Mouse

Casein kinase 1 Hrr25 (equivalent to CK1𝛿 isoform) Cki1 Doubletime Dbt (CK1𝜖 homolog) CSNK1

Dbf4-dependent kinase Cdc7 (with regulatory subunit Dbf4) Hsk1 (with Dfp1) Cdc7 (with Chiffon) CDC7 (with DBF4)

Polo kinase Cdc5 Plo1 Polo PLK1

PP2A B’ subunit Rts1 Par1 Wdb and Wrd B56

Shugoshin (meiotic cohesin protector) Sgo1 Sgo1 MEI-S332 Sgo2

replication while promoting an additional round of chromosome
segregation.
Both the mitotic and the meiotic cell cycle are driven by

fluctuations in the activity of a number of kinases. The transition
through interphase and cell division is mainly facilitated by
CDKs, which associate with their cyclin co-factors to achieve
temporal and spatial specificity for distinct cellular targets. In
addition, mitosis and meiosis utilize a select number of kinases
to promote cell cycle progression and accurate chromosome
segregation (Table 1).[4] These kinases have multifaceted func-
tions and direct chromosome segregation in a multitude of
ways, implying that their activity needs to be strictly regulated.
Evidence from a range of model organisms indicates that a
group of meiosis-specific proteins that are seemingly unrelated
in protein sequence control meiotic kinases to execute key
features of the meiotic programme. These proteins include
Spo13 (budding yeast), Moa1 (fission yeast), Mtrm (Matrimony;
Drosophila melanogaster), and MEIKIN (mouse). Here, we review
the known functions of these proteins, which we collectively re-
fer to as Meiosis One Kinase Regulators (MOKIRs), and discuss
the possibility that they are functionally conserved regulators
that orchestrate the action of kinases in meiosis to ensure the
accurate segregation of chromosomes.

2. MOKIRs Show Poor Sequence Conservation

In terms of primary protein sequence, the conservation between
MOKIRs is extremely poor. Accordingly, sequence alignment of
the four proteins with Clustal Omega[5] does not identify any
conserved regions or domains (data not shown). Nonetheless,
these proteins share a number of common features (Figure 2A–
C). Generally, they are small in size, ranging from 172 amino
acids/20 kDa for Moa1MOKIR to 434 amino acids/47 kDa for
MEIKINMOKIR. Secondary structure analysis with Phyre2[6]

shows that they are characterized by large stretches of disordered
regions (Figure 2A). The only notable exception is a sterile alpha
motif (SAM)-domain found in the C-terminus of MtrmMOKIR,
which is required to stabilize its binding to Polo[7,8] (see below).
We speculate that a possible explanation for the lack of a clear
3D structure is that the shape of these proteins is largely deter-
mined by protein interactions, which could be facilitated by post-
translational modifications, as is frequently observed for intrinsi-
cally disordered proteins.[9] Indeed, all four proteins carry a large
number of serine and threonine residues (Figure 2B), which
are targets for phosphorylation. Consistently, both Moa1MOKIR[10]

and Spo13MOKIR[11,12] have been found to be phosphorylated.

The most notable example of the phosphorylation-induced
interaction of MOKIRs with their partners is the presence
of a Polo-box domain (PBD) binding region (Figure 2C) that
requires prior phosphorylation, typically by CDKs, to inter-
act with Polo kinase.[13,14] Indeed, Polo binding through the
PBD-binding domain of MOKIRs has been demonstrated in
mouse, Drosophila, fission and budding yeasts, and abroga-
tion of the Polo-MOKIR interaction is detrimental for chromo-
some segregation in all cases.[11,12,15,16] In budding and fission
yeasts, and mouse, MOKIRs recruit Polo kinase to kinetochores
through the PBD-binding region, whereas in Drosophila, this re-
gion is important for the sequestration of Polo on the spindle
(Figure 2D).[11,12,15,16]

Additionally, MOKIRs share a similar degradation motif
(Figure 2C). This LxExxxN (short: LEN) motif has been shown
to be required for the degradation of both Spo13MOKIR[17] and
MtrmMOKIR[18] by the anaphase promoting complex/cyclosome
(APC/C) and ensures the degradation of these proteins in
anaphase I[17] and at the oocyte-to-embryo transition,[18] re-
spectively. Although failure to degrade Spo13MOKIR in a timely
manner does not appear to affect the outcome of meiosis,[17]

excess MtrmMOKIR causes developmental defects in embryos.[18]

MEIKINMOKIR also possesses an LEN motif, whereas Moa1MOKIR

carries an LxExxxH sequence; however, whether these mo-
tifs direct APC/C-mediated degradation of MEIKINMOKIR and
Moa1MOKIR remains to be determined.
A recent analysis of MtrmMOKIR orthologs in Drosophila

species has provided evidence that MOKIR functionality relies
on only short segments of sequence conservation. MtrmMOKIR

protein sequences are highly diverse: in the most extreme
example, MtrmMOKIR of D. melanogaster and D. grimshawi
only share 38.2% overall sequence identity.[8] Even the SAM-
domain, which stabilizes the interaction of MtrmMOKIR with
Polo,[7] and the SAM proximal region, show only intermedi-
ate levels of conservation between these species (46.9% and
57.7%, respectively). Apart from these two regions, and the
short PBD-binding region, sequence conservation is very poor,
suggesting rapid evolutionary divergence between MtrmMOKIR

proteins in Drosophila. Despite this, expression of D. grimshawi
MtrmMOKIR rescues the meiotic defects in D. melanogaster car-
rying a heterozygous mtrm mutation (mtrm is haploinsufficient
(see Appendix)).[8] Similarly, artificial targeting of Spo13MOKIR

to fission yeast kinetochores rescues the mono-orientation
defect observed in moa1Δ cells.[15] Thus, despite their strong
evolutionary divergence at the sequence level, it is possi-
ble that MOKIRs have retained similar conserved molecular
functions.

BioEssays 2020, 2000018 © 2020 The Authors. BioEssays published by WILEY Periodicals LLC2000018 (3 of 13)
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Figure 2. Structural comparison of MOKIRs and potential mechanisms of kinase regulation. MOKIRs are largely disordered proteins that show very little
sequence conservation amongst each other. A) We used Phyre2 to model their secondary structure. Green and blue bars represent predicted 𝛼-helical
domains and 𝛽-sheets, respectively. Grey bars indicate disordered regions. The putative Polo-binding site in each protein is highlighted in red and the
putative LEN motif for degradation by the APC/C is highlighted in yellow. B) Table comparing the properties of MOKIRs, as suggested by modelling
with Phyre2. Of note is the larger than average content of serine and threonine residues, allowing for large-scale post-translational phosphorylation of
these proteins. C) Alignment of Polo-binding sites and LEN motifs in MOKIRs. D) MOKIRs regulate meiotic kinases and several mechanisms have
been proposed. In mouse, budding and fission yeasts, MOKIRs recruit Polo kinase to kinetochores, where they have roles in mono-orientation and,
in some cases, cohesin protection. In Drosophila, MtrmMOKIR appears to inhibit active Polo kinase by sequestration to the spindle. In budding yeast,
Spo13MOKIR appears to prevent ectopic kinase activity from enhancing cohesin cleavage, and localizes to chromosomes in a cohesin-dependent manner.
We speculate that Spo13MOKIR may shield cohesin from its kinases, though there is no direct evidence for this. Note that MOKIR interaction with kinases
may be inhibitory or activating at specific locations and the three mechanisms above are not mutually exclusive for individual MOKIRs.

3. MOKIRs Regulate Cohesin Kinases and
Shugoshin to Promote Cohesin Protection

3.1. Cohesin Protection Requires that Cohesin-Directed Kinase
and Phosphatase Activity be Balanced

All MOKIRs appear to ensure the step-wise loss of cohesin, a
defining feature of the meiotic chromosome segregation pat-
tern (Figure 3). Cohesin is a ring-shaped complex that topologi-
cally links the two newly-duplicated sister chromatids as they are
replicated to provide the cohesion that holds them together un-
til the time of their segregation. Cohesin additionally links dis-
tant loci of the DNA molecule to structurally organize the chro-

mosome, which affects multiple processes, including meiotic
recombination.[19,20] Although a non-proteolytic cohesin removal
pathway requiring the Wapl protein has been identified,[21–24] the
universal trigger for chromosome segregation in both mitosis
and meiosis is the proteolytic cleavage of the kleisin subunit of
cohesin by separase.[19] During meiosis in the majority of or-
ganisms, sister chromatids are held together by cohesin com-
plexes containing the meiosis-specific kleisin Rec8, which must
be cleaved to trigger chromosome segregation.[25] Rec8-cohesin
complexes are cleaved by separase in two steps. First, cohesin on
chromosome arms, but not that at pericentromeres, is cleaved at
anaphase I onset, resolving chiasmata and triggering segregation
of homologous chromosomes. Second, at anaphase II, cohesin
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Figure 3. Model for distinct regulation of centromeric domains by MOKIRs. In fission yeast, the centromeric region is organized such that the core
centromere, where the kinetochores assemble, is flanked by surrounding heterochromatin that is cohesin-rich. During meiosis I, Rec8-cohesin is
established within the core centromere and builds cohesive links in a Moa1MOKIR-dependent manner. This directs sister kinetochores to attach to
microtubules from the same pole. Gray-shaded arrows represent the orientation of microtubule attachments. In schematics showing metaphase I and
anaphase I, double arrows indicate co-orientation by centromere cohesion and a single arrow indicates monopolin-based sister kinetochore fusion.
Sister kinetochore mono-orientation relies on the recruitment of Plo1Polo kinase to kinetochores; however, the relevant substrates are not known.
Meanwhile, Moa1MOKIR promotes the maintenance of cohesin within the pericentromere until meiosis II, potentially in part by ensuring the retention of
shugoshin-PP2A within the pericentromeric domain, where cohesin is protected. At anaphase I onset, shugoshin protects a specific centromeric pool
of cohesin from cleavage, while cohesin cleavage on arms triggers homologous chromosome segregation. Cohesin cleavage in the core centromere has
also been proposed to reverse mono-orientation, so that sister kinetochores bi-orient in meiosis II. In budding yeast, the process is similar except that
monopolin, rather than cohesin, directs sister kinetochore mono-orientation. In Drosophila, ectopic activity of Polo inmtrmmutants promotes cohesion
loss but it is not yet known which domains of cohesin are regulated by MtrmMOKIR and what its impact on sister kinetochore mono-orientation is.

persisting at pericentromeres is cleaved to trigger the segregation
of sister chromatids.
Cohesin cleavage requires the prior phosphorylation of its

Rec8 kleisin subunit.[26] Full Rec8 phosphorylation relies on
PLK1Polo in mice,[27] Cki1 in fission yeast,[28] and casein kinase
1𝛿 (CK1𝛿), Dbf4-dependent kinase (DDK) and Cdc5Polo in bud-

ding yeast,[26,29] although the contribution of Cdc5Polo to cleavage
is under debate.[26,29,30] However, our recent data has shown that
tethering of Cdc5Polo directly to Rec8 in meiosis can promote loss
of cohesion between sister chromatids at anaphase I, suggest-
ing that Cdc5Polo contributes to cohesin removal,[12] although
whether it does so through promoting separase-dependent
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Rec8 cleavage or via the cleavage-independent, Wapl-dependent
cohesin removal pathway is unknown. In Drosophila, meiotic
cohesin does not contain a Rec8-like subunit. Instead, a meiosis-
specific complex containing SMC1 and SMC3 together with the
SOLO and SUNN proteins localizes to centromeres, where it
persists until metaphase II.[31–33] However, little is known about
the phosphorylation state of SOLO-SUNN cohesin in meiosis,
and how its removal from chromosomes is regulated.
Protection of pericentromeric cohesin is brought about by the

pericentromeric adaptor protein Shugoshin (Table 1). Shugoshin
specifically localizes to pericentromeres by binding histone H2A
that has been phosphorylated by Bub1.[34–39] In mitosis, phos-
phorylation of human Sgo1 by CDKs promotes its binding to
cohesin, and this is required to protect pericentromeric cohesin
from its non-proteolytic removal by Wapl.[39,40] Shugoshins also
bind to and localize with cohesin during meiosis.[12,41] Whether
shugoshins also counteract Wapl during meiosis is not clear, but
they are known to protect Rec8 from separase-dependent cleav-
age in a multitude of organisms, thereby ensuring the main-
tenance of pericentromeric cohesion until meiosis II.[41–47] To
achieve this, shugoshins recruit protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A;
Table 1) to pericentromeres by binding of the PP2A B’ regula-
tory subunit.[48–51] There, PP2A is thought to dephosphorylate co-
hesin, thus preventing its cleavage by separase. Artificial tether-
ing of PP2A to arm cohesin in fission yeast[51] or budding yeast[52]

impairs cohesin cleavage on chromosome arms, highlighting the
importance of restricting PP2A activity to the pericentromere.
Thus, cohesin protection in the pericentromere requires the care-
ful balancing of cohesin-directed kinase and phosphatase activity;
disruption of this balance is likely to interfere with the mainte-
nance of pericentromeric cohesin after metaphase I.

3.2. MOKIRs Protect Cohesin by Regulating Shugoshin and the
Activity of Cohesin Kinases

MOKIRs are required for the retention of centromeric cohe-
sion in meiosis I in budding yeast, fission yeast, Drosophila
and mouse, and may contribute in several different ways (Fig-
ure 4).[15,16,53–56] Initial reports of Spo13MOKIR’s involvement in
this process suggested that it is required for the maintenance of
Sgo1 at budding yeast pericentromeres during metaphase I.[36]

Similarly, mouse Sgo2 localization to pericentromeres is report-
edly reduced in Meikin−/− mutants.[15] In fission yeast, however,
Sgo1 levels are unaltered inmoa1Δ cells.[56] It has been proposed
that Moa1MOKIR-Plo1Polo regulates centromeric Bub1 localization
together with the spindle checkpoint kinase Mph1Mps1, since
moa1Δmph1Δ doublemutants show additive reductions in Bub1
de-localization, and consequent loss of Sgo1 localization.[56] Still,
the fact that moa1Δ cells show meiotic cohesion defects despite
correctly localizing Sgo1 suggests that mechanisms other than
Bub1 de-localization drive cohesion loss in moa1Δ cells.
Similar to fission yeast, our recent evidence in budding yeast

shows that Spo13MOKIR-Cdc5Polo promotes cohesin protection,
since artificial tethering of Cdc5Polo to kinetochores, but not to co-
hesin, mildly enhanced cohesin retention in spo13Δ anaphase I
cells, although this was not sufficient to provide sister chromatid
cohesion.[12] Contrary to initial findings, it is now established
that the cohesin protector Sgo1-PP2A is appropriately localized

in metaphase I spo13Δ cells.[12,36,54] Instead, over-activity of the
kinases (CK1𝛿 and DDK) that phosphorylate cohesin to promote
its cleavage may explain defective cohesion in the absence of
Spo13MOKIR, because inhibition of either one of the redundant
cohesin kinases CK1𝛿 and DDK in spo13Δ cells is sufficient to
prevent sister chromatid segregation in anaphase I.[12] Similarly,
depletion of Cdc5Polo prevents sister chromatid segregation in
spo13Δ, though the molecular reasons remain unclear.[12] Impor-
tantly, Spo13MOKIR binds all three cohesin kinases directly[11,12] or
indirectly,[57] suggesting that it may restrict their activity through
direct interactions. AlthoughMOKIRs are not required for estab-
lishing Sgo1 localization at pericentromeres in meiosis I, at least
in budding or fission yeast, MOKIR-mediated kinase suppres-
sion may be important to maintain Sgo1 localization, because
CK1𝛿 promotes the permanent removal of Sgo1 upon anaphase
I onset in spo13Δ cells, in addition to its function in cohesin
phosphorylation.[12] Surprisingly, although artificial tethering of
Sgo1 to cohesin reinstates centromeric cohesin in spo13Δ mu-
tants, sister chromatids nevertheless segregate upon anaphase
I onset.[12] This is analogous to findings in fission yeast, where
loss of Moa1MOKIR interferes with cohesin’s ability to link sister
chromatids in the core centromere for sister kinetochore mono-
orientation (see below).[58] Thus, it is tempting to speculate that
the apparent over-activity of kinases disturbs the linkage of sister
chromatids in the pericentromere of meiotic budding yeast and
fission yeast cells. As described below, MOKIRs in fission yeast
and mice are thought to direct the formation of inter-sister cohe-
sive linkages within the core centromere to direct sister kineto-
chore mono-orientation. It is conceivable that Spo13MOKIR plays
a similar role in budding yeast, except in this case the cohesive
linkages would be in the pericentromere and represent the key
linkages that should be protected until meiosis II (Figure 3). Fur-
ther experiments will, however, be required to ascertain if this is
the case and, if so, whether a similar underlying mechanism is
at play in both organisms.
Recent evidence from Drosophila supports the notion that

kinase inhibition may similarly be the critical function of
MtrmMOKIR in cohesin protection. However, in contrast to other
organisms, where MOKIRs appear to target Polo to kinetochores
(see below),DrosophilaMtrmMOKIR may sequester Polo away from
chromosomes. In mtrm null oocytes or oocytes carrying a muta-
tion in the PBD binding region, active Polo kinase is released
from the spindle and increased amounts are found on DNA.[16]

Since defective centromeric cohesion in mtrm null oocytes is
rescued by lowering Polo activity,[16,59] MtrmMOKIR must pre-
serve cohesion by sequestration of Polo on the spindle. How ec-
topic Polo triggers cohesion loss is not clear, since the cohesin
protector MEI-S332Sgo (which is related to the later-discovered
shugoshins)[41,47,60] is appropriately localized in metaphase I,[16]

similar to spo13Δ and moa1Δ mutants in budding yeast and fis-
sion yeast, respectively. Instead, MtrmMOKIR may interfere with
Polo’s ability to phosphorylate proteins promoting cohesin cleav-
age. Alternatively, MtrmMOKIR may prevent the premature re-
moval ofMEI-S332Sgo in anaphase I by counteracting Polo, which
is known to delocalize MEI-S332Sgo from chromosomes in meio-
sis II.[61] This hypothesis is particularly attractive because such
a function of MtrmMOKIR would mirror the role of budding yeast
Spo13MOKIR in preventing the CK1𝛿-mediated removal of Sgo1 in
anaphase I.
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Figure 4. Potential causes of cohesin loss in MOKIR mutants. A) Cohesin cleavage requires its prior phosphorylation by cohesin kinases. Although
phosphorylation occurs along the length of the chromosome, it is counteracted in the pericentromere by PP2A, which is recruited by the action of the
pericentromeric adaptor protein Shugoshin (Sgo1 in yeast). Reduced cohesin phosphorylation in the pericentromere prevents its cleavage by separase
in anaphase I. B) MOKIRs might assist Sgo1-mediated cohesin protection in a number of ways: first, they could ensure the building of inter-sister
cohesion; second, they could shield cohesin from the activity of cohesin kinases; and third, MOKIRs may act to retain shugoshin-mediated protection
until metaphase II.

In summary, regulation of Polo kinase by MOKIRs aids peri-
centromeric cohesin retention in meiosis I, but other mecha-
nisms are likely to contribute. Indeed, as for the budding yeast
example, MOKIRs may regulate other kinases. How ectopic ki-
nase activity results in the premature cleavage of pericentromeric
cohesin is not completely clear. However, future studies should
address if MOKIRs and the kinases they regulate maintain cen-
tromeric cohesion beyond meiosis I through mechanisms in-
volving: 1) shugoshin persistence at centromeres during/beyond
anaphase I, 2) shielding cohesin from cleavage-promoting phos-
phorylation by dis-regulated kinases, and 3) altering the types
and positions of cohesin-dependent linkages that are established
within core centromeres (Figure 2D, Figure 3). These mecha-
nisms are not mutually exclusive and both inhibitory and acti-
vating interactions can be envisaged.

4. MOKIRs Promote Mono-Orientation by
Regulating Polo Kinases

4.1. Different Organisms have Distinct Requirements for Sister
Kinetochore Mono-orientation

To segregate homologous chromosomes in meiosis I, sister
kinetochores need to face the same pole, a property referred
to as mono-orientation. In budding yeast, Drosophila, maize
and mouse, the fusion of sister kinetochores into a single
microtubule-binding entity appears to underlie their mono-
orientation during meiosis I.[15,62–65] MOKIRs have been
implicated in this process in mouse, but it is best understood
in budding and fission yeast, where distinct mechanisms have
emerged (Figures 3 and 5).
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Figure 5. Regulation of mono-orientation by MOKIRs. The conserved function of MOKIRs is to recruit Polo kinase to kinetochores, and this is important
for sister kinetochore mono-orientation in budding yeast, fission yeast and mouse. However, the exact function and targets of Polo have so far remained
elusive. In budding yeast, cohesin is largely dispensable for mono-orientation and monopolin is required instead. Consistently, artificial tethering of
Cdc5Polo to kinetochores, but not cohesin, forces sister kinetochore co-orientation, even in the absence of monopolin. Thus, a component of the kineto-
chore, or a kinetochore-associated protein, is the likely target of Cdc5Polo for mono-orientation. Potentially, Cdc5Polo alters surveillance mechanisms to
ensure sister kinetochore mono-orientation, rather than biorientation. In fission yeast and mouse, Polo is likely to target cohesin, since core cohesion is
typically lost in the absence of the respective MOKIR; however, the evidence for centromeric cohesion loss is currently strongest in fission yeast. Whether
DrosophilaMtrm also regulates mono-orientation is currently unclear.

4.2. Cohesin is Important for Sister Kinetochore
Mono-orientation in Fission Yeast

Fission yeast centromeres comprise a central core, where kine-
tochores assemble, together with flanking pericentromeric het-
erochromatin, where cohesin is highly enriched and protected
during meiosis I. Mono-orientation requires sister chromatid
cohesion in the core centromere. This is brought about by co-
hesin complexes containing the meiosis-specific kleisin subunit
Rec8,[66] which are specifically enriched in this region.[58,67] In
the absence of Rec8, cohesin containing the alternative kleisin
subunit Rad21Scc1, which is typically restricted to the peri-
centromere, moves into the core centromere; however, mono-
orientation is still defective,[68] suggesting a particular require-
ment for Rec8 in this process. A screen for mono-orientation-
defective mutants identified several cohesin regulators, in addi-
tion to Moa1MOKIR, which was found to specifically regulate core
centromere cohesion.[10,58,68,69] Moa1MOKIR interacts with Plo1Polo

and recruits it to kinetochores, andMoa1MOKIR mutants unable to
bind Plo1Polo are defective for mono-orientation.[15,56] Although
the target of Plo1Polo in mono-orientation is still unknown, co-
hesin is a potential candidate. In moa1Δ mutants, defective
mono-orientation can be alleviated by artificially linking the cen-
tromere sequences of sister chromatids.[58] Thus, in fission yeast,
cohesin appears to promote mono-orientation by bringing sister
core centromere sequences in close proximity, and this function
may require Moa1MOKIR-dependent kinetochore recruitment of

Plo1Polo. Recent work has suggested that cohesin in the core cen-
tromere also directsmono-orientation inmouse.[70] Interestingly,
this work argued for a role of separase-dependent cleavage of co-
hesin in the destruction of both mono-orientation and cohesin
protection after meiosis I.[70] Collectively, these findings lead to
the speculation that the crucial activity of fission yeast andmouse
MOKIR-Polo complexes in both mono-orientation and cohesin
protection might be to alter core cohesin to make it refractory to
separase-dependent cleavage.

4.3. Monopolin Directs Sister Kinetochore Mono-orientation in
Budding Yeast

In contrast, evidence suggests that sister kinetochore mono-
orientation is achieved independently of Rec8 cohesin in bud-
ding yeast. Replacement of the meiosis-specific cohesin subunit
Rec8 with its mitotic counterpart, Scc1, does not affect mono-
orientation[71] and deletion of REC8 causes only a minor mono-
orientation phenotype.[72] In budding yeast, mono-orientation is
established as a result of sister kinetochore fusion by a dedicated
protein complex, called monopolin.[63] Monopolin consists of
four subunits: themeiosis-specific kinetochore proteinMam1,[71]

the nucleolar proteins Lrs4 and Csm1,[73] and CK1𝛿.[74] The mo-
nopolin complex forms a V-shaped homodimer,[75] in which the
Csm1 subunits directly interact with the kinetochore protein
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Dsn1, presumably on sister kinetochores.[75–78] This is thought
to fuse sister kinetochores to create a common microtubule-
interaction surface.[63,75] Monopolin-induced mono-orientation
requires the action of a number of different kinases. First,
monopolin-associated CK1𝛿 brings the monopolin complex to
kinetochores and CK1𝛿 kinase activity is required to prevent sis-
ter kinetochores splitting in metaphase I.[74] Surprisingly, how-
ever, sister chromatid co-segregation in anaphase I is only mod-
estly perturbed when CK1𝛿 is inhibited[12] and CK1𝛿 activity is
dispensable for kinetochore fusion in vitro.[63] Thus, the func-
tion of CK1𝛿 in mono-orientation is still largely elusive. Second,
DDK is required formonopolin association with kinetochores.[11]

Third, Cdc5Polo activity is required for the release of the monop-
olin subunits Csm1 and Lrs4 from the nucleolus, [79] thus pro-
motingmonopolin assembly at kinetochores.[73] Lastly, phospho-
rylation sites within the monopolin-binding region of Dsn1 that
are the targets of CK1𝛿 in vitro[80] are also required for mono-
orientation, although it is unknown whether this is the kinase
responsible for Dsn1 phosphorylation in vivo.[78]

Although budding yeast apparently uses a monopolin- rather
than cohesin-dependent mechanism to direct mono-orientation,
a role for Spo13MOKIR is well established.[54,55] Spo13MOKIR

interacts with Cdc5Polo and recruits it to kinetochores, and
this interaction promotes monopolin recruitment and mono-
orientation in metaphase I-arrested cells. However, a mutant
of Spo13MOKIR in which the Cdc5Polo interaction site is mutated
still largely co-segregates sister chromatids in anaphase I,[12]

possibly due to residual Spo13MOKIR-Cdc5Polo interaction in
this mutant.[11] Artificial tethering of Cdc5Polo to kinetochores
restores co-segregation of sister chromatids in cells lacking
Spo13MOKIR and, remarkably, this overrides the requirement
of monopolin for mono-orientation.[12] Thus, forcing Cdc5Polo

localization to kinetochores likely does not induce bona fide
mono-orientation in budding yeast, although the resulting
molecular setup is strikingly similar to that of fission yeast
and mouse (see below). Consistently, although Spo13MOKIR is
essential for monopolin recruitment,[12,54,55] tethering Cdc5Polo

to kinetochores in the absence of Spo13MOKIR does not re-
store monopolin localization. This suggests that Spo13MOKIR

directs monopolin association with kinetochores independently
of Cdc5Polo.[12] Furthermore, unlike tethering of Cdc5Polo to
kinetochores, its tethering to cohesin does not rescue the mono-
orientation defect of spo13Δ cells,[12] suggesting that the crucial
target of Cdc5Polo for mono-orientation in budding yeast may
be a kinetochore component. Nevertheless, the finding that
Cdc5Polo tethering to kinetochores can direct sister chromatid
co-segregation independently of monopolin hints at a conserved
ancestral mechanism for kinetochore-associated Polo kinases in
defining reductional meiosis I segregation.

4.4. MOKIRs Play Poorly-Understood Roles in Sister Kinetochore
Mono-orientation

Outside the yeasts, the mechanism of sister kinetochore
mono-orientation and role for MOKIRs is even less clear. In
mouse, MEIKINMOKIR has been shown to be a key regulator
of mono-orientation.[15] Although the underlying mechanisms

of MEIKINMOKIR-mediated mono-orientation are poorly under-
stood, MEIKINMOKIR recruits PLK1Polo, whose activity is required
for mono-orientation, to kinetochores in meiosis I.[15] Notably,
both Moa1MOKIR and MEIKINMOKIR bind to kinetochores via the
CENP-C kinetochore subunit, providing further evidence to the
notion that these proteins are functionally conserved.[15]

In Drosophila, sister centromere fusion similar to that seen
in budding yeast has been proposed as a mechanism of mono-
orientation.[62] Fusion depends on both centromere cohesion
and the activity of protein phosphatase 1, which is thought to
counteract the stabilization of kinetochore-microtubule interac-
tions by Polo and BubR1 kinases.[81] Thus, it appears that, in
contrast to other model organisms, Drosophila Polo counteracts
sister centromere fusion. Whether MtrmMOKIR is important for
mono-orientation is currently unresolved, though current find-
ings do not rule this possibility out. Homozygous or heterozy-
gousmtrmmutants precociously separate sister centromeres and
deletion of a single allele of Polo in mtrm heterozygotes rescues
this phenotype,[16] suggesting that MtrmMOKIR primarily acts to
counteract the activity of Polo. Indeed, catalytically active Polo re-
localizes from the spindle onto the DNA in mtrm null mutants,
thereby likely altering the phosphorylation state of Polo targets on
chromosomes and the spindle. Although mtrm mutants display
a loss of centromere fusion, this is most likely caused by defec-
tive centromeric cohesion.[16] As a consequence, it is currently
difficult to assess the status of sister kinetochore orientation in
mtrmmutants, thus precluding any conclusions about themono-
orientation functions of MtrmMOKIR and the pool of Polo that it
regulates.
Collectively, the above findings argue that the conserved func-

tion ofMOKIRs is to regulate Polo kinases, either by altering Polo
activity or localization. The MOKIRs Spo13, Moa1 and MEIKIN
recruit Polo to meiosis I kinetochores, where it promotes mono-
orientation through mechanisms that are likely to be species-
specific, whereas Drosophila MtrmMOKIR appears to exclude Polo
from chromosomes. Cohesin may be the conserved Polo target
in organisms that do not contain monopolin, whereas budding
yeast Cdc5Polo may target a kinetochore protein or, potentially,
the checkpoint and error correction machinery. Understanding
the differences between monopolin-dependent and monopolin-
independentmechanisms ofmono-orientationmay help identify
MOKIR-Polo targets in various organisms. Perhaps, monopolin-
mediatedmono-orientation is not feasible in organisms in which
centromeric domains are larger than the budding yeast point cen-
tromere and in which more than one microtubule attaches to
a single kinetochore. Therefore, the MOKIR-Polo system may
have been modified throughout the course of evolution to fa-
cilitate cohesin-mediated centromere fusion as a substitute for
monopolin-dependent mono-orientation.

5. MOKIRs Perform Specialized Functions in
Budding Yeast and Drosophila

Given the strong sequence divergence of MOKIRs, it is not sur-
prising that specialized functions have been reported for a num-
ber of these proteins. spo13Δ mutants, for example, only un-
dergo a single meiotic division[82] characterized by a mixture of
reductional and equational chromosome segregation.[52,53] This
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phenotype is not seen in fission yeast moa1Δ cells[10] or mouse
Meikin−/− oocytes.[15] Little is known about the molecular ba-
sis of the altered cell cycle in spo13Δ cells, but it has been ob-
served that deletion of the spindle checkpoint componentMAD2
restores the second division in a majority of spo13Δ cells,[53]

although chromosome segregation is still defective in spo13Δ
mad2Δ strains.[52] How MAD2 deletion promotes a second di-
vision in the absence of Spo13MOKIR is unknown, but it has been
proposed that the spindle checkpoint-dependent metaphase I de-
lay observed in spo13Δ mutants might cause cells to run out of
time to perform a second division.[53] However, monopolin mu-
tants undergo a similar metaphase I delay to spo13Δ cells, but
nonetheless appear to biochemically undergo two meiotic divi-
sions and largely form four spores,[54,55,71] arguing against the
notion that spo13Δ cells do not have enough time to complete
two divisions. Instead, it seems more likely that spo13Δmutants
activate the meiotic exit program already after meiosis I. One of
the key characteristics of meiotic exit is the accumulation of the
meiosis-specific APC/C activator Ama1, which degrades keymei-
otic division proteins such as Cdc5Polo and the meiosis-specific
transcription factor Ndt80.[3] Indeed, deletion of Ama1 has been
shown to partially restore meiosis II spindle formation in spo13Δ
cells,[55] suggesting that premature Ama1 activation might con-
tribute to early meiotic exit upon Spo13MOKIR loss. Interestingly,
the accumulation of Ama1 and a variety of other events occur-
ring during meiotic exit in wild-type cells depends on the activity
of CK1𝛿.[83] Given our findings that Spo13MOKIR restricts CK1𝛿
activity to promote cohesin protection during meiosis I,[12] we
speculate that a similar activity of Spo13MOKIR prevents prema-
ture meiotic exit.
Although Spo13MOKIR and MtrmMOKIR share a similar LEN

degradation motif (Figure 2C), their degradation occurs at dif-
ferent times. Spo13MOKIR is degraded at the onset of anaphase
I,[17] but MtrmMOKIR persists until the end of meiosis when it
is targeted for proteasomal destruction by the meiosis-specific
APC/CCort form.[18] This ensures sufficient Polo activity at the end
of meiosis to drive the oocyte-to-embryo transition.[18] Addition-
ally, the inhibitory action of MtrmMOKIR toward Polo is also re-
quired at the onset of meiosis, where it ensures that the G2 arrest
preceding meiotic entry in oocytes is maintained.[59] In other or-
ganisms, pre-division functions of MOKIRs are not known, but,
at least in budding yeast,may not be required because Cdc5Polo ac-
tivity is restricted prior tometaphase I due to active degradation[3]

and lack of transcription.[84]

In summary, few specialized functions of MOKIRs, in ad-
dition to promoting mono-orientation and cohesin protection,
are known, and the mechanisms governing these functions are
poorly understood. However, in analogy to the potential function
of MOKIRs in cohesin protection, these proteins may control
additional meiotic processes through a general property of spa-
tiotemporally restricting the function of meiotic kinases.

6. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

MOKIRs are key meiotic proteins that almost single-handedly
appear to convert many aspects of mitotic chromosome segrega-
tion into essential adaptations for meiosis. Yet, their structural
features and mechanistic functions are largely elusive. The

common denominator for these proteins appears to be their
ability to bind and spatially regulate Polo kinases, thus promot-
ing sister kinetochore mono-orientation in meiosis I. Beyond
this, MOKIRs seem to act by restricting the activity of meiotic
kinases. Although it is tempting to speculate that these proteins
directly inhibit meiotic kinases, as has been suggested in the
case of MtrmMOKIR and Polo, it is crucial that these kinases still
retain some activity in the presence of MOKIRs to perform
their essential meiotic functions. One possible explanation to
this conundrum is that MOKIRs may target specific pools of a
particular kinase, as has been shown recently for MtrmMOKIR.[16]

Analysis of the role of post-translational modifications in the
regulation of MOKIRs may provide some clues as to how the
diverse functions of these proteins are integrated. Moreover, the
identification of separation-of-function mutants would greatly
aid the study of MOKIRs. It is also essential to determine how
MOKIRs are deactivated in meiosis II. Although Spo13MOKIR is
degraded in anaphase I, spore viability is similar to wild type
in a mutant resistant to degradation,[17] suggesting additional
deactivation mechanisms. However, to fully understand the
multifaceted functions of MOKIRs, a greater understanding
of the meiotic chromosome segregation adaptations in general
is required, in particular with regard to the mechanisms of
mono-orientation and cohesin regulation. Research on MOKIRs
so far has identified them as key rulers of meiotic kinases. The
next challenge is to elucidate the identity and role of phosphory-
lation events during meiotic chromosome segregation and how
unruly kinases in MOKIR-deficient cells affect the balance of
post-translational modifications in the meiotic cell cycle.
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Appendix

Chiasmata the cytological manifestation of reciprocal crossover between DNA molecules from homologous chromosomes. Chiasmata result from
homologous recombination and serve to physically link homologs together.

Cohesin a ring-shaped protein complex formed by the SMC1, SMC3 and a kleisin subunit (such as Rec8), together with accessory subunits. It is
thought to topologically embrace sister chromatids.

DNA replication origins sites on the DNA where replication is initiated.

Gametogenesis the process by which a diploid mother cell undergoes meiosis and developmental differentiation to form haploid male and female germ cells.

Haploinsufficiency a situation in which a heterozygous loss-of-function mutation of a gene is insufficient to provide normal cellular function.

Holliday junction a temporary structure formed from two homologous DNA molecules during genetic recombination, which may serve the exchange of genetic
information between the two molecules.

Holocentric chromosomes chromosomes that lack a distinct centromere and thus have multiple microtubule attachment sites along the length of the chromosome.

Kinetochore a proteinaceous structure that assembles on centromeres and serves as attachment site for microtubules during mitotic and meiotic
chromosome segregation

Synaptonemal complex a proteinaceous structure connecting two homologous chromosomes during meiotic prophase. It serves to facilitate the events of
homologous recombination.
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